In this work we consider practical implementations of Kitaev's algorithm for quantum phase estimation. We analyze the use of phase shifts that simplify the estimation of successive bits in the estimation of unknown phase ϕ. By using increasingly accurate shifts we reduce the number of measurements to the point where only a single measurements in needed for each additional bit. This results in an algorithm that can estimate ϕ to an accuracy of 2 −(m+2) with probability at least 1 − using N + m measurements, where N is a constant that depends only on and the particular sampling algorithm. We present different sampling algorithms and study the exact number of measurements needed through careful numerical evaluation, and provide theoretical bounds and numerical values for N .
Introduction
Given a unitary operator U and one of its eigenvectors |ξ , we would like to obtain an accurate estimate of the corresponding eigenvalue λ, which, as a result of unitarity, can be written as λ = e i2πϕ with ϕ ∈ [0, 1). The quantum phase estimation problem considers finding an estimate of the phase ϕ, from which the estimate of λ is then easily found. The importance of quantum phase estimation is highlighted by the wide range of applications that rely on it, including Shor's prime factorization algorithm [13] , quantum chemistry [3, 16, 12] , and quantum Metropolis sampling [15] .
The two main approaches to quantum phase estimation are the Fourier-based approach described in [5, 8, 11] , and Kitaev's algorithm [8, 9] , which we study in this work. The quantum circuit central to Kitaev's algorithm is illustrated in Figure 1 . Assuming an initial state of |0 |ξ , the circuit first applies a Hadamard operation on the first qubit, followed by a phase-shift operation
The circuit then applies U s on the |ξ qubits, conditioned on the first qubit, where
Finally, a second Hadamard operation is applied on the first qubit followed by a not gate 1 and measurement. The circuit performs the following mapping:
|0 ⊗ |ξ → 1 − e i2π(sϕ+θ) 2 |0 + 1 + e i2π(sϕ+θ) 2 |1 ⊗ |ξ Measuring the first qubit therefore returns 1 with probability P θ (1 | ϕ) = 1 + e i2π(ϕ+θ) 2 2 = 1 + cos(2π(ϕ + θ)) 2 , and 0 otherwise. By appropriately choosing θ we can obtain information on the sine and cosine of ϕ, since cos(2πϕ) = 2P 0 (1 | ϕ) − 1, and sin(2πϕ) = 2P −1/4 (1 | ϕ) − 1.
Repeated measurements of the quantum circuit with θ = 0 and θ = −1/4 allow us to approximate P 0 and P −1/4 , from which the sine and cosine values and subsequentlyφ can then be determined. Throughout this work we use the convention that angles ϕ, θ, and ω are expressed in radians divided by 2π, whereas angles α are always expressed in radians. We frequently use p x (α) = 1 + cos(α) 2 , and p y (α) = 1 + sin(α) 2 , and write p x and p y when the dependency on α is clear.
Kitaev's algorithm
The goal in Kitaev's algorithm [9] is to obtain the approximatioñ ϕ = .β 1 β 2 · · · β m β m+1 β m+2 = m+2 j=1 2 −j β j , for ϕ = .β 1 β 2 β 3 · · ·, such that |ϕ −φ| ≤ 2 −(m+2) holds with probability at least 1 − . The key principle behind the algorithm lies in the fact that using U s in (1) with s = 2 j−1 gives measurements about sϕ, and therefore amounts to shifting the bits in ϕ to the left by j − 1 positions:
The multiplicative factor of 2π causes the phase to be invariant to the integer part β 1 · · · β j−1 , which can therefore be omitted. As a result, by choosing j we can work with the bitstring starting from any β j . Using this, the first step of Kitaev's algorithm is to choose j = m and estimateφ j = .β m β m+1 β m+2 such that |ϕ j −φ j | ≤ 1/8 with probability at least 1 −¯ m . This is done by taking sufficiently many samples (discussed in detail in Section 4) to estimate cos(2πϕ j ) and sin(2πϕ j ) such that the approximated angle ω j deviates from ϕ j by at most 1/16 with probability at least 1 −¯ m . The angle ω j is then quantized (rounded) to the nearest integer multiple of 1/8 modulo 1 to obtainφ j . With a maximum quantization error of 1/16, this amounts to an accuracy of at least 1/8. (a) (b) Figure 2 : (a) Estimation of the angle φ j indicated by the blue dot is done by obtaining estimates of the sine and cosine values (indicated by the purple cross), from which an approximate angle ω j and quantization (010) can be obtained. Angle φ j is equal to 2φ j−1 modulo 1, and could therefore originate from either of the blue dots in plot (b). Fixing the last two bits to the leading two from the previous estimates gives points closest to 001, indicated by the shaded region, or closest to 101. Measuring the purple cross determines β j = 0.
The second stage of the algorithm iteratively adds one new bit β j per step, for j = m − 1, . . . , 1. For each step we first obtain a 1/16 accurate approximation ω j of ϕ j with probability at least 1 −¯ j using the technique outlined above. Next, we enforce consistency using the bitstring known so far and set
Using a union bound on the error probabilities, it can be seen that the algorithm succeeds with probability at least 1 − m j=1¯ j . Choosing j = /m we can therefore ensure with probability at least 1 − that all approximate angles ω j are valid, in which caseφ will be 2 −(m+2) accurate. A graphical illustration of Kitaev's algorithm is given in Figure 2 .
The estimation of the sine or cosine terms in (2) with accuracy δ requires estimation of the probability terms to accuracy δ/2. Let s 1 , . . . , s n , be i.i.d. samples of a Bernoulli distribution with probability of success p = 1 − P θ (1). Denotingp n = (1/n) n i=1 s i , then it follows from the Chernoff bound that
We require that the probability 2e −δ 2 n/2 be bounded by¯ , which is guaranteed for
For the theoretical complexity of Kitaev's algorithm, note that m angle estimations ω j are used, each requiring approximate sine and cosine values, therefore yielding a total of 2m estimations. By choosinḡ = /2m we obtain an overall sample complexity of 4m δ 2 log(4m/ ) = O(m log(m/ )).
Improvements using phase shifts
As a practical improvement to steps in the second stage of Kitaev's algorithm, consider the situation shown in Figure 2 (b). The exact value of ϕ j is equal to either (0 + ϕ j+1 )/2, or (1 + ϕ j+1 )/2, as indicated by the blue dots. Using the first two bits of the binary representation forφ j+1 , in this case 01, we therefore know that ϕ j is at most 1/8 away from either 001 or 101. Using this information, we can first rotate ϕ j by the reference angle, in this case 001, to obtain a new angle that is 1/8 away from either 000 or 100, as illustrated in Figure 3 (a). Now, instead of approximating both sine and cosine we only need to determine the sign of the cosine, which requires far fewer measurements. We then set β j based on the sign: if it is positive we set β j = 0, otherwise we set β j = 1. We can further improve this scheme by maintaining all known bits and rotate by 0010, instead of by the truncated version 001. Doing so we obtain an angle that is now at most 1/16 away from 0 or 1/2, as shown in Figure 3 (b). By using the full binary stringφ j+1 /2 at each stage, we get increasingly small deviations from 0 or 1/2, which increases the magnitude of the cosine value and reduces the number of measurements needed to accurately determine the correct sign.
Increasingly accurate rotations The use of existing measurements to correct or zero out portions of the binary representation in iterative phase estimation was described earlier by [4, 10] along with its connection to phase estimation based on the quantum Fourier transformation. Here we analyze the measurement complexity in detail (see also [6] for a high-level analysis). Given that the bits β j are determined in reverse order (that is, from least to most significant), we switch to working with iterations, such that iteration k ∈ [1, m] determines β m+1−k . We now consider iterations k ≥ 2, which comprise the second stage of the algorithm. At each iteration in the second stage we need to determine the sign of the cosine of the shifted angle. In terms of measurements, this amounts to sampling a majority of either zeros or ones. For the number of measurements we have the following result.
Theorem 3.1. Let α ∈ (0, π/2). Then we can correctly distinguish angles from the sets [−α, α] and [π − α, π + α] with probability at least 1 − by checking whether the majority of n measurements is 1 or 0, whenever
Proof. Assume that unknown angle lies in the range [−α, α] and denote by p = (1 + cos(α))/2. The probability that at most k out of n measurements are 1, with k < np is bounded by [2] :
where D(a p) denotes the relative entropy
We want the majority of the measurements to be 1 and an error therefore occurs whenever k ≤ n/2. Choosing k = n/2, which is allowed since p > 1/2, gives a = 1/2 and an error bounded by
To simplify, note that
We want to ensure that the right-hand side of (7) is less than or equal to . Taking logarithms and simplification then gives the desired result. The result for [π − α, π + α] follows similarly.
At iteration k we apply a phase shift based on the angle from the previous iteration, and Theorem 3.1 therefore applies with α equal to α k = π/2 k+1 (as an example, at iteration k = 2 we have a maximum deviation of 1/16 or π/8). When taking a single measurement, the probability of failure is 1 − p k where p k = p x (α k ). In the special case where k is such that 1 − p k ≤¯ , it is therefore follows that only a single sample is needed. It holds that
where we use the identity 1 − cos(x) = 2 sin 2 (x/2) in the second line and sin(x) ≤ x for x ≥ 0 in the last. We want to find the value of k such that iterations k through m each require only a single measurement and have a combined error bounded by¯ . Choosing¯ = /k, gives the requirement
Bounding the left-hand side as
we obtain the sufficient condition
Taking base-two logarithm and rearranging gives 2k − log 2 (k/12) ≥ log 2 (π 2 / ).
It can be verified that log 2 (k/12) < k/22 for k ≥ 0, and we can therefore choose
The value of k does not depend on m and satisfies that for k ≥ 2 for all ∈ (0, 1]. The bound on the sum of errors for iterations k ≥ k in (10) can be seen to apply for any m. Denote by N the total number of measurements taken in the first k − 1 iterations, each with an error not exceeding¯ . When m < k it is clear that at most N samples are needed. When m ≥ k we need to take an additional sample for each of the remaining m − k + 1 steps. The overall sampling complexity is therefore bounded by N + m, where N depends only on and the sampling methods used for the first k − 1 iterations. The work by Svore et al. [14] proposes a phase estimation algorithm with complexity O(m log * (m)). Unlike the proposed method, however, their algorihm allows parallelization and the use of clusters, and does not require arbitrarily accurate phase shifts, which can be expensive from a circuit perspective (see the Discussion section for more details).
Practical sampling schemes
In this section we consider different sampling schemes and study the number of samples needed to attain a desired accuracy with a given error rate. For the evaluation of the error rate, we consider the measurements as a Binomial random variable by counting the number of successful measurements (which could be either 0 or 1, depending on the context). In order to determine the angle to a certain accuracy using n measurements, the number of successful measurements X typically needs to fall in some set K ⊆ [n], where [n] denotes the set {0, 1, . . . .n}. For p = p x (α) this is satisfied with probability
We also require two-dimensional settings with probabilities p x and p y and
The error rate is then given by 1 − Pr(K), and the goal is to find the minimum n for which the error is below some threshold¯ . In addition to providing bounds, we use the GNU multi-precision arithmetic library 2 to evaluate the probabilities in (13) and (14) numerically, thus allowing us to find the exact minimum number of samples needed to attain the desired error level for each of the methods. The best sampling schemes are then used in Section 5 to obtain numerical values for N .
Box-based sine and cosine
The first sampling method we look at the is box-based scheme discussed in [9, Section 13.5.2] and illustrated in Figure 4 (a). The idea is to independently estimate cos(2πϕ) and sin(2πϕ) to an accuracy η, such that the recovered angle differs no more than η (in radians) from the actual angle, with probability at least 1 − . The following theorem gives the maximum deviation δ(η) allowed in the sine and cosine estimates to reach the desired accuracy in the angle (a proof of the theorem is given in Appendix A):
Theorem 4.1. For any 0 ≤ η ≤ π/2 we can compute an estimateφ of any φ ∈ [0, 2π] with accuracy |φ − φ| ≤ η from sine and cosine estimatesc ands with |c − cos(φ)| ≤ δ and |s − sin(φ)| ≤ δ, whenever
For uniform estimation over φ this bound is tight. Figure 4 : Estimation of angle φ with accuracy η (a) is guaranteed when the sine and cosine terms are each estimated with precision δ φ , where the subscript denotes the dependence on φ; (b) the same estimation based on discrete points during sampling, in this case using 15 samples each for sine and cosine (remaining three orthants omitted).
Estimating the cosine is equivalent to estimating the probability p = (1 + cos(2πϕ))/2 with accuracy δ(η)/2. When taking n measurements we can estimate the probability as k/n, where k is the number of measurements that are 1. The success set K n,δ (p) is therefore defined as
from which we can then evaluate Pr(K n,δ (p)). One difficulty here is that the probability p depends on the unknown angle 2πϕ and we therefore need to consider the error rate for all possible angles. Figure 5 (a) illustrates the error probability 1 − Pr(K n,δ (p)) as a function of angle for δ = 0.3, when taking eight measurements. Due to the discrete nature of the samples there are numerous discontinuities, which are best explained using Figure 4 (b). Consider the box centered around a point on the circle at a given angle. For the cosine we only need to consider the horizontal component and it may therefore help to think of a projection of the box onto the horizontal axis. Given an angle and corresponding probability p, the set K n,p then consists of all the points on the horizontal axis within the projected box. As the angle increases, the box shifts, thereby gradually adding and removing points from the set K at critical angles. When looking at the limit as the angle approaches a critical angle, we can take p to be the probability associated with the critical angle. It then follows from (13) that the probability of success increases when a point is added to the set, and decreases when a point is removed, and vice versa for the error rate. Indeed, these discontinuities are clearly seen in the error rate plotted in Figure 5 (a). The following theorem, which we prove appendix B, shows that for sufficiently large n, the error curve is piecewise convex in p:
In order to find the maximum error it therefore suffices to evaluate the error function at the critical angles with boundary points removed from K n,δ . Note that the lower bound on n is a sufficient condition, and Figure 5 (a) indicates that the condition on n may be improved or eliminated.
Multi-stage evaluation. The measurement scheme described in [9] determines ϕ with accuracy 1/16 and then quantizes to three bits, which adds a maximum deviation of 1/16, to obtain the desired 1/8 : Error probability for (a) estimating cosine for different angles for n = 8 using a bounding box with δ = 0.3; (b) error probability for sampling different angles using the wedge-based approach with n = 5 and η = π/4.
accurate approximation. Instead of attempting to determine the angle in a single pass, we can also apply the general idea behind Kitaev's algorithm and use a multi-level approach. For a two-level approach we start with a 1/4-accurate estimate for 2ϕ, using 1/8 accurate angle estimation followed by two-bit quantization .β 1 β 2 . Based on this, we know that .0β 1 β 2 or .1β 1 β 2 is a 1/8 accurate approximation for ϕ and therefore only need to determine the leading bit, which is conveniently done using the phase-shift technique described in Section 3. Even though we quantize the estimation of 2ϕ to two bits, we can decide how accurately we want to represent the unquantized estimation, obtained based on the sine and cosine estimates, for use in the phase shift. Using k ≥ 2 bits gives a maximum deviation of 1/8 + 1/2 k+1 , which, after halving, gives an angle π/8 + π/2 k+1 for the determination of the sign of the cosine. As shown in Table 1 , the smaller the angle the fewer measurements are needed to attain a desired confidence level. For a three-stage approach we estimate the unquantized angle 4ϕ with accuracy 1/4, and then quantize to a single bit. We then apply two stages of sign determination using a phase shift based on the unquantized angle or a k-bit discretization to obtain the final 1/8 accurate three-bit quantized estimate for ϕ.
Numerical evaluation. We numerically evaluate the different box-based schemes and summarize the number of measurements for different error rates in Table 2 . For the single-stage measurement scheme we choose¯ = /2 to estimate the sine and cosine values. For the two-stage scheme we use /4 for the sine and cosine estimation and /2 for the second stage, while for the three-stage scheme we use /6 for sine and cosine, and /3 for the last two stages. For each of the instances the condition on n in Theorem 4.2 is satisfied and the numbers reported are therefore optimal for the given setting. Some reduction in the number of measurements in the box-based measurement schemes may however still be obtained by partitioning differently over the different stages. The best results are obtained with a three-stage approach, due to the reduction in the number of samples required for the box-based part, as well the limited number of samples needed to accurately determine the sign of the cosine (see Table 1 ). As a final remark, note that adding more measurements can temporarily increase the error rate due to the discrete nature underlying the error curve. As an example, it can be shown that approximation of the cosine with δ = 0.1 succeeds with probability at least 0.7 for all n ≥ 110 except n ∈ {113, . . . , 119}. /16  43  139  247  357  469  583  697  813  927  1043  6π/16  11  35  61  87  115  143  171  199  227  257  5π/16  5  15  27  37  49  61  73  85  97  111  4π/16  3  9  15  21  27  33  39  45  53  59  3π/16  1  5  9  13  15  19  23  27  31  35  2π/16  1  3  5Table 1 : Number of measurement requires to correctly determine the sign of cos(α) with probability at least 1 − , when α deviates from 0 or π by at most the given angle.
Angle
Even though these transition regions are not always present, they do show that care needs to be taken when changing the number of samples.
Joint determination of sine and cosine error. For the box sampling scheme, we determine the number of samples required based on the maximum error probability of the cosine component over all angles. The same number of measurements is then used to independently estimate the sine component. The sine error curve is the same as the cosine error curve, but shifted by π/2. Based on Figure 5 (a) we see that the error probabilities tend to complement, and that joint determination of the error should therefore help reduce the number of measurements. As shown in Table 2 (Single stage box, jointly), this is indeed the case, but the reduction is somewhat modest, and in fact, the reduced number of measurements can be no smaller than that based on the cosine error probability evaluated with¯ = rather than /2.
Wedge-based angle
Given n measurements for both p x = (1 + cos(α))/2, and p y = (1 + sin(α))/2, we can denote by n x and n y the number of 1 measurements. The box-based approach requires that |p y − n y /n| ≤ δ/2 with high probability, and likewise for p x and n x /n. This requirement enables the use of the Chernoff bound to derive a bound on the number of samples, but is otherwise too restrictive. From Figure 4 (b) we see that accurate determination of the angle only requires that (n x , n y ) lie within a wedge with angles α − η and α + η centered at (n/2, n/2). The probability of success then consists of the set of points K n,η (α) within the wedge, which strictly includes the points accepted for the box-based approach. The number of samples required to guarantee a 1 − probability of success will therefore be at least as good or smaller than the box-based approach. (Theoretical results on the error probability in the special case of η = π/2 can be found in [7] .)
Numerical evaluation. Similar to the numerical evaluation of the box approach, in order to find the error rate corresponding to a given number of measurements n, we need to minimize Pr(K n,η (α)) over α. This can be done by sweeping over the angles α, determining K n,η (α) at each point, as illustrated in Figure 6 . An example of the resulting error probability for n = 5 and η = π/4 is shown in Figure 5 (b). The break-points in the curve happen at angles where grid points are on the boundary of the wedge (for even n, the origin of the wedge (n/2, n/2) is excluded and is therefore not considered to lie on the boundary). The Table 2 : Number of measurements required using different methods to obtain a 1/8-accurate quantized estimate of ϕ with probability at least 1 − . approach therefore is to find all angles α at which the wedge boundary intersects grid points, and evaluate the error probability at those angles, with boundary points at either the bottom or top edges omitted to obtain the limit as α approaches the critical angle from a clockwise or counter-clockwise direction. The error probability in Figure 5 (b) appears piecewise convex, but we did not attempt to rigorously establish this. The number of measurements determined using the above algorithm should therefore be interpreted as a lower bound for the method. The resulting number of measurements for the single-stage wedge-based approach, as well as the extension to the two-and three-stage approach described in Section 4.1, are listed in Table 2 .
Triple-sign sampling
When angle α is at most π/4 from either 0 or π, as illustrated in Figure 7 (a), the sign-based approach can be used with p x to determine with probability at least 1 −¯ whether the point lies on the right or left of the vertical axis. Similarly, when α is π/4 close to π/2 or 3π/2, as shown in Figure 7 (b), we can tell with the same probability whether the point lies above or below the horizontal axis. When α lies outside of the given range we make no assumption on the results in either case. When applying both schemes we can combine the obtained signs, as shown in Figure 7 (c). By construction we know that at least one of the two is correct, up to the desired success rate of 1 −¯ . For angles between π/4 and 3π/4, as illustrated in the plot, this means that when the method succeeds we obtain either 01 or 11. The maximum error obtained in this case is therefore π/2. A more convenient quantization can be obtained by applying a phase shift of π/4 prior to applying the two measurement steps, followed by the inverse phase shift to the result. After changing the labels we obtain the quantization values given in Figure 7 (d). To obtain a 1/8 accurate estimation we can apply an additional Kitaev step with sign-based sampling. For the sufficient number of measurements per component, Theorem 3.1 applied with α = π/4 gives
The first stage requires n measurements each for the horizontal and vertical component. The second stage requires another n measurements, for a total of 3n measurements. For each of the three steps we can choose¯ = /2 for a total maximum error of . Note that the maximum error in the first stage is¯ , since one of the two components is irrelevant (although we do not know which of the two it is). Combined we can take N = 3 2 log 2 (2/ ) ≤ 9 + 6 log 2 (1/ ),
where the inequality is due to the addition of 3 to account for rounding to integers.
Majority sampling
For majority sampling we take n measurements for the sine and cosine components, and count the number of positive measurements by n y and n x , respectively. The quantized approximation of the angle is defined in terms of the majority of the number of 0 or 1 measurements
.00 n x ≥ max{n y , n − n y + 1} .01 n y ≥ max{n x + 1, n − n x } .10 n − n x ≥ max{n y + 1, n − n y } .11 otherwise, which gives partitions as illustrated in Figures 8(a) and (b). We want to obtain an estimator that is 1/4 accurate with probability at least 1 − . In particular we allow angles φ ∈ [0, 1/4) to be quantized as either .00 or .01, and similarly for interval increments of 1/4. Denoting by K ab the set of points that map to .ab, this gives a success set of K 00 ∪ K 01 . For the analysis of the error we work with a reduced set
, illustrated by the top-right triangle in Figure 8 (c). Based on this we have the following result (proven in Appendix C):
We expect that this result can be improved by a factor of two. Indeed, defining the error probability
over angles α = 2πϕ, it can be seen from Figure 9 that the error curves are convex and attain the maximum at α = 0. The error probability is the summation of the probabilities for (i, j) ∈ K n . At α = 0, we have p x = 1, which implies that all terms including (1 − p x ) n−i are zero, except those with i = n. The only such point is (n, 0), and we therefore have
We can now expand K n with any of the points in the gray part of the diagonal in Figure 8 (c). This lowers the error for α > 0 but does not affect f n (0). Under the assumption that the maximum of f n (α) is attained at α = 0, the maximum error for the set K 00 ∪ K 01 is therefore 2 −n . By rotational symmetry the same applies for the remaining quadrants, including the special case of K 11 for even n. Extending K n : Error probability f n (α) scaled by 2 n , with from top to bottom n = 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 25, 100, 500.
only decreases the error and the result in Theorem 4.3 continues to hold. The error probability for the majority-based approach over all angles is therefore bounded by 2/2 n , which can likely be improved to 1/2 n . The approach requires n samples in both the horizontal and vertical direction therefore amounting to a total of N = 2n samples. In order to achieve an accuracy of 1/8, we combine the majority-based approach with a single stage of sign determination. The resulting number of samples for different values of is listed in Table 2 . A theoretical bound on the number of samples can be found using (17) , giving N = 2 log 2 (4/ ) + 2 log 2 (2/ ) ≤ 9 + 4 log 2 (1/ ).
This bound can be lowered by two samples if it can be shown that α = 0 maximizes f n (α) over [0, π/2].
Evaluation of N
For a given we can first determine k using (12) and set¯ = /k . Denote by N k the number of samples in steps k = 1, . . . , k − 1. For the first step we can either use the triple-sign (s) or majority (m) based approaches giving respectively
For the remaining steps we use the sign-based approach with angles α = π/2 k+1 . Using Theorem 3.1, and ignoring rounding up to the nearest integer we can take where the inequality follows from sin(π/2 k+1 ) ≤ π/2 k+1 ≤ 4/2 k+1 = 1/2 k−1 . Summing over N k gives
To account for rounding up of the intermediate values we add one for each of the remaining k − 2 steps. Combining (20), (21), and the rounding term, and using log 2 (1/¯ ) = log 2 (1/ ) + log 2 (k ) gives
for triple-sign based sampling and
for majority-based sampling.
Numerical evaluation. For a numerical evaluation of N we first determine the critical iteration k by finding the smallest integer k that satisfies (11) . Based on k we set¯ = /k and use both the triplesign and majority-based sampling methods for the first iteration. After that we use sign-based sampling with increasingly accurate phase shifts to obtain the total number of evaluations before reaching iteration k . The resulting values for N are plotted in Figure 10 along with the theoretical bounds given in equations (22) and (23). A summary of k for different values of as well as N values for the two different sampling methods used in the first iteration is given in Table 3 . Finally, Table 4 gives the total number of iterations needed to obtain a 2 −(m+2) accurate phase estimate with probability at least 1 − up to and including iteration k . For each combination of and m that contains a number, we choosē = /m. The dashed fields are in the regime where a single measurement can be taken per additional bit of the estimated angle, without having to change¯ . Table 4 : Number of samples required to obtain an 2 −(m+2) accurate estimation of ϕ with probability at least 1 − using triple-sign based sampling (top) and majority-based sampling (bottom). Dashed lines indicate the regime where a single extra measurement is needed for each successive m.
Discussion
In this work we have proposed and analyzed several sampling schemes for use in quantum phase estimation based on Kitaev's algorithm, and showed that using previous phase estimates to shift the phase can reduce the number of measurements. Based on this we showed in Section 3 that we can obtain a theoretical sampling complexity N + m to obtain a 2 −(m+2) accurate estimation of the phase ϕ with probability at least . The proposed approach requires increasingly accurate rotations, which may not be feasible in practice due to inherent system noise or circuit complexity (see [17] for the implementation of small rotations). Even with practical limitations on the phase shift accuracy, as studied in more detail in [1] , the proposed sampling schemes can still reduce the number of measurements, as shown, for example, in Table 1 . From a theoretical point of view, having a limited accuracy re-introduces a log(m) dependency in the algorithmic complexity, and it will therefore be interesting to analyze the application of the sampling schemes to the phase estimation algorithm proposed in [14] . Another potential minor drawback of our approach is the dependency of each iteration relies on the outcome of the previous one, thereby limiting the potential parallelism to the independent measurements within each iteration.
It remains to show that the maximum of f n (α) in (19) over [0, π/2] is attained at α = 0. This would confirm a sampling complexity of 2 log 2 (1/ ) for the majority-based approach. This was verified for n = 1 and n = 2, and Figure 9 strongly suggests this holds for all n. Indeed, for n = 1 we have
which is convex over the given range due to concavity of the trigonometric terms, and the result therefore follows from the symmetry f n (α) = f n (π/2 − α). Empirically, the error functions for box-, wedge-, and majority-based sampling all exhibit convexity or piecewise convexity. This may indicate a more general relationship between the error over certain index sets K and α.
A Proof of Theorem 4.1 Theorem 4.1. For any 0 ≤ η ≤ π/2 we can compute an estimateφ of any φ ∈ [0, 2π] with accuracy |φ − φ| ≤ η from sine and cosine estimatesc ands with |c − cos(φ)| ≤ δ and |s − sin(φ)| ≤ δ, whenever
For uniform estimation over φ this bound is tight.
Proof. For η = 0 the result holds trivially with δ = 0, and we therefore only need to consider η > 0. We can recover any φ with accuracy η from approximate sine and cosine valuesc ands if and only if (c,s) lies within a wedge of angles between φ − η and φ + η (illustrated by the shaded region in Figure 4 ). For δ, this means that the square with sides 2δ centered on φ must to lie within the wedge. For 0 < η ≤ π/4 we can assume without loss of generality that φ ∈ [0, π/4]. It can be seen that the intersection of the top-left corner of the box, at (cos(φ) − δ, sin(φ) + δ), with the boundary of the wedge at angle φ + η determines the maximum value of δ. Formalizing, we write δ(φ) to indicate the dependence on φ and denote the wedge boundary as x = α(φ)y, with
For δ to be valid we need cos(φ) − δ ≥ α(φ)(sin(φ) + δ), which can be rewritten as
We then need to minimize δ(φ) over the given range of φ to find the largest value of δ that applies for all φ. Abbreviating α = α(φ) and gradient α = α (φ), we have
it follows that α + α 2 = −1, or α = −1 − α 2 , which allows us to simplify the sine coefficient as
whereas for the cosine coefficient we find
Substituting (27) and (28) in (26) gives
Noting that η > 0 and considering the range of φ, we have 0 < sin(φ + η) ≤ 1. This allows us to multiply the first term in (29) by sin(φ + η)/ sin(φ + η), and expand the enumerator in this term using the sum formula as sin(φ + η) = sin(φ) cos(η) + cos(φ) sin(η).
Finally, expanding the enumerator cos(φ + η) in the α term preceding sin(φ) as
and simplifying gives
All terms in this expression, except α − 1, are strictly positive. The gradient is therefore zero only when α = 1, which happens at φ * = π/4 − η. For φ < φ * we have α(φ) > 1 and therefore δ (φ) < 0, whereas for φ > φ * we have α(φ) < 1 and δ (φ) > 0, which shows that φ * gives a minimizer. Evaluating δ(φ * ) in (25) and noting that α(φ * ) = 1 then gives
To obtain the desired result, we simplify δ(φ) using the sum formulas and cos(π/4) = sin(π/4) = √ 2/2: For π/4 ≤ η ≤ π/2 we can assume without loss of generality that φ ∈ [−π/4, 0]. In this case the top-left corner of the box can again be seen to limit δ. The argument as given above follows through as is, thus completing the proof.
B Proof of Theorem 4.2
Theorem 4.2. Choose δ > 0 and let f n (p) = 1 − Pr(X ∈ K n,δ (p)) with K n,p as defined in (16) . Then for n ≥ max{1 + 1/δ 2 , 3}, f n (p) is piecewise convex on [0, 1] with breakpoints at [0, 1] ∩ {(k/n) ± δ/2} k∈ [n] .
Proof. From the definition of K n,δ (p), it is clear that K n,δ (p) remains constant precisely on the (open) segment between the stated breakpoints. Choose any segment, then for all values of p within this segment, the error is obtained by summing B(k; n, p) over k ∈ K n,δ (p), with B(k; n, p) = n k p k (1 − p) n−k .
In order to prove convexity of the error over the segment, we show that the each of the terms B(k; n, p) is convex in p over the segment. For conciseness we normalize with respect to the binomial coefficient and work with B k,n (p) := B(k; n, p)/ n k . For n = 2, observe that the second derivative B 1,2 (p) = −2 is negative, which means that B 1,2 (p) is concave. We therefore require that n ≥ 3. For k = 0 and k = n we find B 0,n (p) = n(n − 1)(1 − p) n−2 , and B n,n (p) = n(n − 1)p n−2 .
The second derivatives are nonnegative over the domain p ∈ [0, 1] and the functions are therefore convex. For 0 < k < n we have
and the gradient reaches zero when p = 0, p = 1, or p = k/n. For k = 1 we find For convexity we want B 1,n (p) ≥ 0, and therefore require that the square-bracketed term be nonnegative. Solving for p then gives convexity of B 1,n (p) for p ≥ 2/n. By symmetry, it follows that for k = n − 1, B n−1,n (p) is convex for p ≤ 1 − 2/n. Finally, for 2 ≤ k ≤ n − 2 it follows from (31) that
The term in square brackets is a quadratic in p, and solving for the roots gives
The deviation is maximum at k = n/2, which gives k(n − 1)(n − k) n(n − 1) ≤ (n/2) √ n − 1 n(n − 1) = 1 2 √ n − 1 .
The second derivative B k,n is therefore guaranteed to be nonnegative, and B k,n convex, when p is at least 1/(2 √ n − 1) away from the maximum at k/n. It can be verified that the same sufficient condition applies for k = 0 and k = n.
For any p in the selected segment we know that K n,δ (p) remains constant and that |k/n − p| ≥ δ/2 for any k ∈ K n,δ (p). To guarantee convexity we therefore require that δ/2 ≥ 1/(2 √ n − 1), which simplifies to n ≥ 1 + 1/δ 2 .
C Proof of Theorem 4.3 
